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Bo-Tree House. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Lynn Wolfe
(illustrator). Paperback. 54 pages. Dimensions: 9.8in. x 7.9in. x
0.2in.Viku to the Rescue continues the story of Vikus adventures
begun in Viku and the Elephant. Viku lives at the edge of a forest
in India. He becomes friends with an elephant by saving him
from a snake. The elephant makes only two sounds a happy
trumpet and a sad cry but the two friends understand each
other very well. Stories of their adventures unfold quickly. In the
first book, Viku and the Elephant, they thwart the evil plans of
ivory thieves. In Viku to the Rescue, Viku rescues his friend from
elephant-catchers by sheer perseverance and his intimate
knowledge of the forest. These Viku stories tell us about life in
another culture. This book works well as a read aloud story for
young children, is suitable for early readers (2nd and 3rd
grades), and is an excellent chapter book for 4th and 5th
graders. Praise from Librarians and National Award Winning
TeachersI loved Viku to the Rescue even more than the first
book, Viku and the Elephant! I so identified with Viku wanting to
save his friend and the obstacles he encountered....
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An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never
confusing. Your life period will likely be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tr a cy K eeling-- Tr a cy K eeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your
life period will likely be enhance as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce B oyle-- Joyce B oyle
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